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Problem L. The following statistics provide information about a national history
exam, taken by 10,000 students:

Mean 540, Median 475, Mode 468
25th Percentile 260, 75th Percentile 693, 90th Percentile 874

t (d)

;  (e)

t (a) b,000 students scored at or above 
Ll1,

3 (b) 1,000 students scored at or above g7 
7

1 (") The most common score was I 6 g

The number of students who scored 260 or better was

The number of students who scored 260-693 was

i, t (f) Was ,hd"ol}f) the bottom half of scores more spread out? Why?t \=l 
rvlea'^

Problem 2. The following is a survey of students who were asked how many times
they check their email daily:
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Students in the 75th percentile gave what answer(s)?

Students who check email once daiiy are in what percentiie? zs *q
How many daily email checks wouid you expect by 1,000 students?

(Use one of your previous answers.)
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The median for this survev

The mean for this survev is 7,79
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Problem 3. Scores on a recent SAT were roughly normal, with mean 1038 points,
and standard deviation 22! points.

Ll (a) What was the range of the middle 95% ofSAT scores?

t?o - M ry96
Ll (b) How high must a student score to be in the top L6% of SAT scores?

(L(" L
(c) What percentage of students scored at or above 814?
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(d) Bonus: An older SAT had mean 1062 and standard deviation 216 points. If
Jack scored 1170 on the recent SAI, and Jill scored LL80 on the older SAT,

Ll

,l
who scored better? Show work.
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